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Greetings!!!
A plant which is sown on the right time keeping in mind the
forthcoming seasons flourishes and grows well. Education is a lifelong
journey. This journey timed well with parents, teachers, ancestorial
blessing given life long yield for the betterment of the world. To grow
and prosper and share the joy with others is the spirit of good
education. Needless to say Vijayadashami is the day to start that
journey. We had our children beautifully carving the divine names
which was held by their father who is the first teacher. Grand parents
eager to bless them and to wish them well. Silver line at the edges of
the eyes to see their grandsons and daughters to get good knowledge
and be a good citizens of this society.
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Diwali, Deepali, Deepa oli, however different we say it, we all
know it brings the greatest joy to the children. Dance, drama, music,
safety environmental concerns, were all part of our Diwali
celebrations. Children were taught perseverance as part of this
celebrations. Sometimes it may look like evil wins over good. But
always good stands victorious tide in or tide out. We just need to
hold on our stand with good irrespective of the challenges brought
to us.

With sports day round the corner, we made hectic
arrangements for executing sports day. This time we were
determined to expose our children to various national games.
Fourteen individual games and seven team games were introduced
across all levels. TT, badminton, cricket, basketball coaching was
introduced. Training on kho kho , kabaddi , throwball was provided.
Karate, yoga and drill was executed continuously. Athletics was it its
peak. Indoor games like chess and carrom was played with great
enthusiasm. We ensure that everyone will be given an opportunity to
enrol in three team games and two individual games. Ten coaches
were hired. Professional grounds were booked. Every sport was
trained on the national rules. The students were at their best. We all
got sun tanned. Some people could not recognise me ! Is there a
better place than our school ground when our children are playing?
Sun, rain, no matter what, the game continued.

Regards,
Principal
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VIDHYAARAMBAM

Vidhyaarambam –
Introduction to 
world of 
knowledge. New 
members of 
Primrose Family 
got a divine 
welcome at school 
with the blessings 
of the parents to 
gaining endless 
knowledge through 
learning at school. 
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DIWALI CELERATIONS

A happy festival for children was 
celebrated at the school campus. A 
good over evil is the mark of this 
festival. Rollicking crowd with 
felicitous crackers sound boosted the 
mood of festivity. Happiness, sweets 
and good memories were the hand 
outs of the day
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DIWALI CELERATIONS - KG

The word Diwali translates to “row of 
lights” in Sanskrit. The multi-day festival 
of lights include fireworks , food , and 
cultural events. The cute little tots of 
Primrose presented a series of events on 
celebration day. 
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SPORTS DAY
Primrose has opened the golden gates for the students on Sports. The importance of 
playing at the ground and the health benefits are well informed to the children. Many new 
games like Kabaddi, cricket, Basket Ball and Table Tennis were introduced. Athletics 
Tournament was conducted to separate event. The winning or losing never ends the 
sportsmanship of our children. Every child takes up the opportunity, strived hard and 
headed to each the finishing line. 
.  

Football, the all-time favourite of our children was played with enthusiasm and Josh. 
Cricket, the most wanted sport by the middle and high school boys made them excited while 
playing the game. Kho – Kho, a classing game which increased the intensity of the student’s 
involvement in sports. The girls played the game with great coordination and team spirit. 
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SPORTS DAY

Not only physical fitness was given importance, the intellectual nourishment was 
ensured through the indoor games like Chess and carrom. The champions were 
urging with astute strategies in chess and dashing moves in carrom for winning the 
game shoed their strength.

Leaping to the maximum 
and setting the target is 
the knowledge acquired 
through Long Jump. 
Introduced this sport this 
year to expose our children 
to this sport to improve 
their speed, strength and 
agility. 

Badminton and Box Cricket was conducted as a part of Sports Day event. The team 
spirit and the responsibility of every player contributing to the team was well 
established by our kids. 


